
PROGRAM OUTCOMES, PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES, COURSE OUTCOMES 

Program 

Outcome 

The area of jurisdiction of Mangalore University has a proved 

distinguished tradition of visual art. Painting, Sculpture and Applied art 

are the different forms of expression to mould emotional and intellectual 

abilities at all levels of human development. 

Masters Course in Visual Art will be help full to enhance the art work 

and interpretation in distinct. It also builds a wider platform for 

synchronization of different art schools, and forms in the distinct. The 

students of Visual art would prove to be an asset to the society and 

themselves.  

 

Program 

Specific Outcome 

Opportunity to work at all professional in the area like Graphic Designer, 

WebDesigner, Animators, ArtDirectors, Illustrators - In Advertising 

Agency, Software & Many other Companies.  And also, the 

opportunities are available to become as Professional Sculptor / Painter / 

Commercial Artist, Art Teachers in Central Schools like in Navodaya, 

Kendriya Vidyalaya and can become a lecturer in Fine Arts Colleges, Art 

Director for small screens and big screens, Landscape designing, Mural 

Designers, Interior designers, Stage settings for theaters, Events 

designer, TV Shows designer, Textile designers and any kind of design-

oriented work. 

 

 

Course: BVA  Outcomes 

Painting  Is a fine art subject, deal with 2-dimensional part of visual arts by using 

various drawing mediums, paints like oil, acrylic, water colour etc.  

This field open for freelance artist (Commercial and contemporary artist) 

and all design field. 

Sculpture  In this department we deal with 3-dimensional part of visual arts by 

using various mediums like terracotta, stone, wood, metal, scrap metals 

etc. the fields we can use in architecture field, interior design, 

landscaping, monumental sculpture, set designing film and TV, 

backdrops for the events, exterior mural design as a freelance artist. 

Applied art In this specialization can learn advertising designs – Poster design, Paper 

Ad, Story Board, Book Cover, Packaging, Logo, Corporate designs and 

advertising campaign designs etc. 

 


